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Born in Baku and living in Paris for over twenty years, pianist and composer
Renara Akhoundova is an elite artist with a special gift for improvisation. 
The musician first came to the piano at the age of three, attended the 
conservatory for gifted children, and won her first competition at the 
national level at the age of eight. Later, after some years in Paris, Renara 
dedicated herself to playing only her own compositions and improvisations. 
From 2004 she has recorded over 100 original compositions and studio 
improvisations and performed her works in venues from Europe to Asia to 
North America.

Renara’s music has been called "The Music of the Soul" as it defies
classification in the traditional sense of genre and style, and is inspired by 
the varied and multicultural personal experience of the artist herself. Each 
piece is a prayer, a reflection, a story, and an invitation to the listener to join 
their own unique story to the emotions expressed in the melody. Renara's 
performances are not just entertainment, they are spiritual experiences, but 
spiritual experiences which are accessible to everyone, appropriate to a 
number of di�erent applications: commercial venues and music festivals, 
fundraising or thank-you events for foundations and charities, and
corporate special events.

WWW.RENARAMUSIC.COM

http://www.renaramusic.com/


“Renara is a musical genius”

Laurent Compignie
Co-founder of Malambo Studio,

Bois-Colombes, France
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2 .  S E RV I C E S
Commercial Venues & Music Festivals

The music of Renara Akhoundova is "classical" by virtue of the strict 
training she received in the performance and repetition of classical pieces, 
but she brings something new and fresh to the genre by performing only 
her own original compositions and improvisations. The musical landscape 
of her repertoire is extremely diverse in its ecology, as each piece came into 
being through its own unique inspiration. The result is a palette of sound 
drawn from the musical traditions of many di�erent cultures. Combining 
complete mastery over her instrument with a great depth of creative energy, 
Renara delivers her audience to new and unexplored dimensions with every 
piece. A performance by Renara Akhoundova is a worthy addition to any 
progressive music festival, philharmonic season, or the program of a 
commercial venue.

“Renara is the most ‘real’, lively and radiant artist and 
pianist I know and could listen to. When we leave her 
concerts, we feel ourselves expanded, enlarged, more 

loving and more happy.”

Isabelle Alexandrine Bourgeois
Founder and Director, Planetpositive Action
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2 .  S E RV I C E S
Cooperation with Foundations and Charities

Foundations and non-profit organizations will find a great opportunity in 
the music of pianist and composer Renara Akhoundova. Not only can they 
organize a wonderful evening for potential benefactors and raise significant 
funds for their activities, but when appropriate Renara may be scheduled 
to play for the target group of the charity — those whom the charity is 
seeking to benefit. Renara's music is without language or borders, it 
inspires and unites, and softens the hearts of all who listen, often bringing 
them to tears as they connect with places deep inside themselves, places 
which they might not have known they could touch before. In such cases, 
Renara Music is paid a performance fee from the fundraising goal for the 
event. A large home with a quality piano is a wonderful location for just 
such a fundraising evening. Alternatively, Renara may perform for a 
thank-you party honoring participants in a past fundraising event.

Renara Music is also open to forming long-term relationship with
foundations which share the values of the artist and strive to benefit 
groups of people whose lives will be enriched by the music of and
connection with a performer such as Renara.

“Thanks to Renara’s riveting and elegant performance, our
charitable organization provided a wonderful evening for our 

benefactors, honored several longtime pillars of benevolence in the 
community, and raised significant additional funds for our 

activities. I recommend a fundraising event based around Renara’s 
performance to all foundations and organizations like ours.”

Dr. Cathy Ashby
President & CEO, United Way of Abilene
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2 .  S E RV I C E S
Corporate Event Performances

When it comes to providing sophisticated entertainment to the 
partners, investors, and clients of your corporation, a performance by 
Renara Akhoundova is a natural choice. When you begin to organize 
an evening with food, wine, and conversation, add an entirely new 
element to your event and enrich the lives of those to whom you wish 
to express gratitude by giving them the gift of "The Music of the Soul", 
the music of love and gratitude.

"Renara’s music invites us to connect to our inner journey. 
It speaks to our own stories and invites us to travel 

through our diverse and deep emotions. It is peaceful and 
passionate, just as life becomes when we are fully alive. 

Her concerts are always wonderful opportunities to create 
and share a deep human connection”

Mark Milton
Founder, Education 4 Peace
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2 .  S E RV I C E S
Cooperation with Visual Artists

As the music of Renara Akhoundova has a special ability to bring images to 
life in the mind of every listener, she has inspired numerous visual artists in 
their work. Now Renara Music is taking this connection between music 
and graphic art to a new level, working with artists and galleries to 
combine the two in a creative joint venture — an art exhibition and a 
musical performance. Enhance the experience of visitors to your gallery 
with a special performance by Renara, including improvisations inspired by 
the displayed visual works.

“Music from Renara’s hands radiates innate passion and sustained 
joy. Its delight is immediate, heartfelt, palpable and manifest and is 
an extension of her being. Renara’s compositions are cumulative in 

terms of wisdom, experience, knowledge and life. The miracle is 
Renara can translate this through her compositions for each of her 

listeners to enjoy, consider, embrace and, if we allow it, to gain 
much from and in doing so learn much about ourselves. For me, as 
a visual artist, Renara’s playing is a palette of colours that brings 

music into visible form. I find this crystalline and inspirational.”

Edward Twohig
Practicing Printmaker represented at Eames Fine Art, London & 
Q Gallery, Baku; Trustee at Bankside Gallery; Member of Royal 
Society of Painter-Printmakers Council & Director & Keeper of 

Art at Wellington College.
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R E N A R A  A K H O U N D OVA
J E R U S A LE M  —  LI V E ,  2 0 1 2

Music video by Renara Akhoundova 
performing "Jerusalem", her composition 
taken from her 2012 Album "Forgiveness" 
and featured on her current release (2016) 

"Octave". Recorded April 2012 at Salle 
Cortot, Paris.
 

https://youtu.be/fPeW5iXv2f0


3.  G LO B A L  R E AC H 10

Abkhazia
Sukhum

Austria
Vienna

Belgium
Ohain

China
Beijing

Estonia
Tallin

Finland
Rantallina

France
Paris
Strasbourg
Vains

Germany
Bad Reichenhall

Italy
Florence
Prato
Fiesole

Kuwait
Kuwait City

Latvia
Riga

Netherlands
Noordwijk

Russia
Moscow
St. Petersburg
Ekaterinburg
Novosibirsk
Udmurtia
Magnitogorsk
Kazan
Veliky Luki

Switzerland
Geneva

Ukraine
Kharkov

United Kingdom
London
Oxford

United States
Lexington
Cincinnati
Houston
Rochester
Washington
Howell
New York City
Sonoma

Renara Akhoundova has performed in many cities around the world, including:
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R E N A R A  A K H O U N D OVA
K U WA I T  —  P E R F O R M A N C E  20 1 6

Renara Akhoundova performing her 
compositions at the Dar al-Athar 
al-Islamiyyah Cultural Center, Yarmouk, 
Kuwait City, November 2nd 2016.

https://youtu.be/1b_PM_xwF9I
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4 .  R E N A R A  A K H O U N D O V A
A  P O RT R A I T  O F  T H E  A RT I ST,  2 0 0 6

A portrait in film of composer and pianist 
Renara Akhoundova, filmed in Paris, 2006. 
The artist speaks about her life and music 
and performs "You and Me".

https://youtu.be/5hwh-4keDu4
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